S -adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase (SAHH), a cellular enzyme that plays a key role in methylation reactions including those required for maturation of viral mRNA, is an important drug target in the discovery of antiviral agents. While targeting the active site is a straightforward strategy of enzyme inhibition, evidences of allosteric modulation of active site in many enzymes underscore the molecular origin of signal transduction. Information of co-evolving sequences in SAHH family and the key residues for functional dynamics that can be identified using native topology of the enzyme provide glimpses into how the allosteric signaling network, dispersed over the molecular structure, coordinates intra-and inter-subunit conformational dynamics. To study the link between the allosteric communication and functional dynamics of SAHHs, we performed Brownian dynamics simulations by building a coarsegrained model based on the holo and ligand-bound structures. The simulations of ligand-induced transition revealed that the signal of intra-subunit closure dynamics is transmitted to form intersubunit contacts, which in turn invoke a precise alignment of active site, followed by the dimer-dimer rotation that compacts the whole tetrameric structure. Further analyses of SAHH dynamics associated with ligand binding provided evidence of both induced fit and population shift mechanisms, and also showed that the transition state ensemble is akin to the ligand-bound state. Besides the formation of enzyme-ligand contacts at the active site, the allosteric couplings from the residues distal to the active site is vital to the enzymatic function.
I. INTRODUCTION
S -adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) hydrolase catalyzes the hydrolytic cleavage of SAH to adenosine and L-homocysteine. Inhibition of this enzyme causes the accumulation of SAH, and consequently suppresses S -adenosyl-L-methionine dependent transmethylation via a feedback inhibition mechanism. Since the methylation at the 5'-terminus of mRNA is crucial for the viral replication, SAHH is a promising target for the discovery of broad spectrum antiviral agents [1] .
Developing therapeutic agents that can directly bind and regulate the active site of a biological target has been a dominant pharmacological strategy [2, 3] . For SAHH, various adenosine analogues, including carbocyclic adenosine, neplanocin A, 3-deazaneplanocin A [1] , and fluoroneplanocin A (F-NpcA), are the recently developed inhibitors that directly target the active site [4] . However, conformational flexibility of enzyme structures gleaned in x-ray, NMR experiments and the presence of allosteric site revealed in mutational studies highlight the allosteric couplings of residues distal to the active site as an another important principle in drug design strategy [5] [6] [7] . Although the formation of specific enzyme-substrate contacts in the active site is required for the catalytic activity, allosteric orchestration among residues, dispersed over the molecular architecture, is also essential to regulate conformational fluctuations, so as to assist a precise positioning of catalytic elements in the active site [8] . SAHH, an enzyme consisting of chemically identical four subunits, each of which undergoes the open-to-closed (O→C) transition in response to substrate binding, is an interesting system to study the link between enzymatic function and allosteric dynamics beyond monomeric enzyme [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Structure, dynamics and catalytic function are the three main themes in understanding enzymes [6, 9, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For the past decades, much effort has been made to decode the link between the allosteric signaling of enzymes, conformational dynamics, and their function by using both theories [10, 14, [21] [22] [23] [24] and experiments [13, 20, [25] [26] [27] , and has recently been extended to the studies of molecular motors [28] [29] [30] . To gain microscopic understanding to the allostery in SAHH and its implication to the catalysis, we employed multifaceted computational approaches:
(i) Statistical coupling analysis (SCA) [21, 31, 32] was used to reveal networks of co-evolving amino acid residues in the SAHH family. (ii) Structural perturbation method (SPM) adapting normal mode analysis (NMA) identified the network of hot spot residues associated with the functional motion of SAHH [23] . (iii) While the SCA and SPM provide hints as to the corre-lation between allosteric signaling network and conformational dynamics, it is difficult to gain from these two static analyses further insights into a large scale conformational change, such as a shifting of statistical ensemble and heterogeneity in the transition routes. To this end, we performed Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations of the O→C transition of tetrameric SAHH in response to ligand binding by using a structure-based coarse-grained model [10, 12, 30, [33] [34] [35] .
Among the various stages of the SAHH enzymatic cycle that involve multiple catalytic processes [36, 37] , which occur on time scales of ∼ (10 − 100) ms, main focus of our simulation is on the fast (∼ (1 − 100) µs) conformational dynamics of SAHH before, after as well as in the process of substrate binding. Despite the large time scale gap between catalysis and conformational dynamics associated with ligand binding, it is important to understand the conformational fluctuations and dynamics since they lie at the core of allosteric regulation of catalytic power in enzymes. In this paper, by analyzing the dynamics resulting from our simulation, we highlight the link between the functional dynamics and allosteric signaling implicated in the SCA and SPM.
II. METHODS
SAHH structure: A subunit structure, consisting of 432 residues, retains catalytic, cofactor-binding and C-terminal domains. An alpha helix (αA1) and loops (residues 182-196, 352-354) join the catalytic domain with the cofactor-binding domain, forming a hinge region (Fig.1A left, see also Figure S1 ). The interaction between C-terminal domain of a subunit and cofactor-binding domain of the partner subunit (Fig.1A right) is employed to assemble two dimer complexes (AB and CD) into the tetramer. A negatively charged central core channel constitutes the interface between A and B (or C and D) (Fig.1B) . A further assembly between the two dimers (AB and CD), whose interface exhibits electrostatic complimentarity, forges an oblate-like tetrameric structure (Fig.1B) . Depending on the presence of ligand in the binding cleft between catalytic and cofactor-binding domains, SAHHs select either open or closed conformation whose root-mean-square deviation (RMSD, ∆ OC ) is 4.2Å. The difference of the two subunit structures can also be quantified using an angle, α, defined among W112, K186
and W310, which is α = 70
o for the open and α = 50 o for the closed structures (Fig.1A) . In addition, an angle β measures the relative orientation between AB and CD dimers; β = 3 o for the open and β = 15 o for the closed structures (Fig.1B) .
Statistical coupling analysis (SCA) on SAHH family: If two amino acid residues in a protein are functionally or energetically coupled, a mutation at one site is expected to influence the other sites to level off the energetic perturbation, so that the protein can retain its functional state. While double or triple mutant experiment is laborious to prove this proposition, evolutionary data imprinted in multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of a protein family still allow one to infer the coupling between two distal sites. Statistical coupling analysis (SCA) is a method to identify a set of co-evolving amino acid sites by performing mutation "experiment" on the MSA of a protein family [21, 31, 32] .
The whole sequence space of SAHH family, which includes 1156 sequences over the entire organisms, was clustered by their sequence identities, and 252 sequences under 75% identities were finally selected. This diverse sequences of SAHH family were used to produce MSA using the multiple sequence comparison by log-expectation (MUSCLE) program [38] . Each of the sequences has 1,242 positions including gaps in the full MSA. Using multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of SAHH family, we calculated the statistical free energy like function defined as
where C i is the number of types of amino acid at position i along the sequence, α denotes amino acid species, p α i is the frequency of an amino acid α at position i, and p α is the frequency of an amino acid α in the full MSA. ∆G i (Fig.2A ) identifies highly conserved sequence positions in ligand-and cofactor-binding site and the C-terminal domain that constitutes a part of the cofactor-binding site (Fig.2B ).
Further analysis of the MSA enables us to identify the set of mutually correlated residues in SAHH from an evolutionary perspective. The statistical coupling analysis (SCA) [21, 31, 32] calculates
is the frequency of amino acid in a restricted subalignment with respect to the position j), a score matrix that quantifies the effect of sequence "perturbation" at position j on position i by restricting the full MSA into a subalignment with the most conserved sequence at the j-th position and quantifying the sequence variation at the i-th position of subalignment with respect to the same position of the full MSA. Since the choice of appropriate size for subalignments (f ) is critical in obtaining statistically significant correlations between residues in a protein family, the smallest value of f should be chosen to satisfy the central limit theorem [32] . In order to determine the suitable f value, we build subalignments from the MSA with different f (< 1) values by randomly choosing f N M SA sequences, where N M SA is the size of the full MSA. For a given f , we generated 1000 subalignments and computed ∆G Figure S2A ), and 213 positions were allowed to be perturbed in this condition. In the ∆∆G ij /k B T * scoring matrix, ∆∆G ij with a high value signifies that the i-th position is susceptible to the perturbation at the j-th position. After filtering out the noise, the allosteric signaling network can be obtained by adopting the coupled two-way clustering algorithm to cluster the position and perturbation elements of ∆∆G ij exhibiting a high signal [39, 40] .
Elastic network model (ENM) and structural perturbation method (SPM): In ENM, a protein structure is represented as a network of beads connected with mechanical springs of uniform force constant k 0 . The potential energy for ENM given as of SAHH, the overlap between ν M and the O→C conformational change ( r O→C ) is assessed by calculating cos ( ν M · r O→C ) (Fig.3) .
The SPM assesses the importance of a residue in the elastic network by locally perturbing the residue and probing its response. The perturbation is realized by changing the force constant of the springs that link the residue and its neighbors. The response to the perturbation in the frequency of mode M , which overlaps the most with the O→C structural transition, is calculated using δω(M, n) = ν T M · δH · ν M where δH is the Hessian matrix of the following perturbed energy potential:
The higher δω(M, i) signifies an importance of i-th residue with respect to the mode M .
Energy potential and simulations:
To define the energy potential of SAHH, we used an x-ray crystal structure of human SAHH structure (PDB id: 3NJ4) that contains F-NpcA as the closed structure and a homology model based on rat SAHH as the open (or holo) structure [4] . The open structure of SAHH should be stable in the absence of ligand, but the formation of the inter-residue contacts incorporated from the closed structure should bring SAHH from the open to closed forms in the presence of SAHH-ligand interactions, by further stabilizing the ligand-bound SAHH structure [12] . To implement this dynamical behavior, we used the self-organized polymer (SOP) energy potential [10, 12, 34] :
of the terms involving intra-subunit connectivity using finite extensible nonlinear elastic poten- [12] . The enzyme-ligand interaction (H SAHH·lig ) should contribute to the SAHH compaction.
We simulated the SAHH conformational dynamics under an overdamped condition by integrating the Brownian dynamics algorithm [12, 41] . The ligand binding dynamics were simulated by releasing four ligands at ≈ 20Å away from each binding cleft under a periodic and weak harmonic constraint (k=0.035 pN/nm) imposed every 25 µs, which was used to ensure the ligands to bind the binding cleft within our simulation time. The initial distance of the ligands from each binding pocket provides enough time to randomize the orientation of the ligand before it reaches the binding cleft (see also Movies S1 and S2). While the form of SOP potential and simulation strategy described above are essentially the same as those used in the previous study on protein kinase A [12] , the additional term that takes into account the inter-subunit interaction H SAHH inter substantially enriches the resulting dynamics.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Allosteric signaling network inferred from co-evolving residues: Employing SCA to the MSA of SAHH family, we identified two co-evolving clusters of residues (Fig.2C and Table 1 for the list). It is noteworthy that since SAHHs function as a tetramer, the co-evolving clusters revealed from monomer sequence are indeed the consequence of allosteric communication between residues spread over the entire tetrameric architecture. Most of co-evolving residues identified by the SCA are not well-conserved over the SAHH family except for the residues in C-terminal domain and C79 that is in direct contact with the ligand ( Figure   S2C ). (i) The cluster 1 shows that a number of residues in green clusters around the active site are susceptible to the perturbation of residues in yellow clusters. Given that the active site is the core region for SAHH function, it is not surprising that the residues susceptible to perturbations are distributed around the binding cleft. Moreover, the region of central core channel is also detected to be a part of the main allosteric signaling network, which includes C195, R196, and E197. In particular, C195 is known to be a key residue for the catalysis and the maintenance of the reduction potential at the 3'-position [42] .
(ii) The cluster 2 includes two spatially disconnected sets of residues in the C-terminal domain (from F425 to Y432) and the residues (G122, P123, D125) in the catalytic domain that are located away from the active site. A mutation in "cyan" clusters perturbs the residues in "red" clusters. According to the mutation studies, K426 and Y430 in this region are the critical residues that affect the cofactor affinity and/or the assembly of tetrameric structure [43, 44] . Furthermore, although it was not detected in the SCA, a mutation of R49 in direct contact with D125 that belongs to the cluster 2, is reported to dramatically reduce SAHH activity [45] .
Network of hot spot residues responsible for the collective dynamics of SAHH:
Normal mode analysis (NMA) based on the elastic network model (ENM) is used to grasp the caricature of SAHH dynamics evolving from the native topology. Along with the previous studies, [46, 47] To determine "hot spot" residues controlling the O→C conformational dynamics, we employed the structural perturbation method (SPM) [23] , which complements the results of SCA. The SPM mimics the point mutation of an enzyme by increasing the spring constant of a residue in the elastic network. Perturbation to a residue important for functional motion leads to a large change in the normal mode frequency (high-δω, see Methods). For the closure dynamics described by mode 7 of the open SAHH structure, key residues with high-δω are mainly distributed in the hinge region (Fig.3B right) . Notably, this finding conforms to the recent time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy measurements that probed the domain motions of mutant SAHH, where importance of residues M351, H353, P354 at the hinge region was highlighted. [48] On the other hand, for the dimer-dimer rotation dynamics described by the mode 7 of the closed structure, high-δω residues are found at the interfaces between subunits (Fig.3C right) . Key residues controlling the next higher frequency modes are distributed mainly at the interfaces between the subunits, contributing to the concerted intersubunit dynamics (see Figure S3 for mode 9).
The global motion of SAHH during the O→C transitions upon ligand binding:
The conformational dynamics and its dynamical response to ligand binding are prerequisite to understanding the enzyme function. To this end, we performed Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations using a coarse-grained model of the whole tetrameric structures in the holo and Q ij increases and decreases depending on residue pairs (Fig.4A) , suggesting that the structural reorganization due to O → C transition involves formation and breakage of multiple residue pairs (Fig.4A, 4B , and 4C). The Q ij between the β5-α6 loop and αY helix (marked with blue spheres in Fig.4B ), located at the entrance of the binding cleft, dramatically increases after the ligand binding, while the Q ij between αA1, α17 and α15 (marked with red spheres in Fig.4B) decreases. In case of the inter-subunit contacts, key increases of residue contacts are made between the hinge region and αC helix of the partner subunit (Fig.4C) .
Prior to the ligand binding, the enzyme structure remains largely in the open state as expected. Nevertheless, the fluctuation of the RMSD relative to the closed structure (∆ C ) occasionally brings SAHH structure to ∆ C < 2.5Å even without ligand in the binding cleft (Fig.7B) . As a result of the ligand binding, the ∆ C decays from 3.7Å to 2.9Å in 34 µs (Fig.4D left), the angle α decreases from 69 o to 53 o (Fig.4D middle) , and the angle β changes from 5 o to ≈ 12 o (Fig.4D right) .
Kinetic hierarchy of the O→C transition: The inter-residue distance between i-th and j-th (Fig.4) . The average transition time for each residue pair, obtained from multi (mostly single) exponential fit to the d ij (t) , reveals the order of events that occur during the O→C transition dynamics upon ligand binding (Fig.6 ).
Closure dynamics of the binding cleft: The structural motifs in the binding cleft, composed of several loops and an alpha helix, directly interact with a ligand that mediates the association between the catalytic and cofactor-binding domains (Fig.1A) . We employed several residue pairs in these loops as reporters of intra-subunit closure dynamics. The dynamics of residue pairs associated with G277, H301, A340 and R343 from three representative loops consisting of binding cleft show single exponential decays with time constants of τ = 35 − 38 µs (Fig.5A green panel) .
The ligand binding reduces not only the average distances between the catalytic and cofactorbinding domains but also their fluctuations (see the inset of green panel in Fig.5A for D131-H301 pair). These results are in good agreement with the experimental data of fluorescence anisotropy measurements, [49] confirming that the intra-subunit closure dynamics within SAHH are substantially reduced after the ligand binding. Among the residue pairs we probed, H301
is known to form key hydrogen bonding with the ligand [4, 50] Inter-subunit dynamics probed with the residue pairs at the subunit interface: The dynamics of inter-subunit residue pairs are responsible for the concerted motion of tetrameric SAHH.
The inter-subunit residue pairs, including K166-G418, F189-Q251 at AB (or CD) interface, and W17-I321, W17-K322, K20-I321 at AC (or BD) interface, exhibit a single exponential decay slower than that of the intra-subunit residue pairs (the magenta and cyan panels of Fig.5A ).
It is of particular note that many of individual time traces of inter-subunit residue pairs show bimodal hopping transition (Fig.5B) Characteristics of transition state ensemble of SAHH during the O→C transition:
Identifying characteristics of the transition state of an enzyme along the reaction coordinate associated with its functional motion is an important task in designing an inhibitor drug that can fit to the active site. To this end, we analyzed the transition state ensembles (TSEs) of SAHH conformations by using ∆ C (t) and ∆ O (t) as surrogate reaction coordinates [10, 35] . Upon ligand binding, ∆ C (t) increases and ∆ O (t) decreases, and they cross at a certain moment, i.e., ∆ O (t) = ∆ C (t) (4D left). Transition states can be collected from the individual time traces by imposing a condition |∆ O (t) − ∆ C (t)| < δ with δ = 0.01Å for intra-subunit and δ = 0.3Å for inter-subunit dynamics (8A).
The TSE characterized by the pair of intra-subunit residue distances (d 
evaluates the similarity of TSE to the ligand-bound state [35] . We obtained β T = 0.33 and 0.44 for the dynamics of both distance and angle pairs, suggesting that the TSEs resemble the ligand-bound (closed) state (β T < 0.5). forms. The differences between the two matrices are shown in the middle. Our calculations using ENM compare well with those in previous study [46] . B. Overlap between r OC and normal mode M ( ν M ) of the open structure. Maximally overlapping normal mode (M = 7) are displayed using lines in the structures (left). The effect of structural perturbation, δω(M, i), is calculated for ν M =7 (middle). The residues with high-δω value with respect to ν M =7 are depicted in the structure on the right and listed in the Table S1 . C. The same calculation for the closed structure by using ν M =7 as the maximally overlapping mode with r OC . D chain  27  27  27  27  24  24  24  24  30  30  30  30  27  32  32  166  166  166  34  34  184  184  59  59  59  59  214 
